
Your new partners 
offer an unbeatable 
eCitation solution.
Samsung and SceneDoc have partnered to bring public safety 
officers the ultimate eCitation solution.

With large, easy-to-view infinity screens and the very latest in 
mobility and security, Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+ smartphones 
offer police officers a trusted, field-worthy device.

SceneDoc is public safety’s first all-in-one mobile software 
for data collection and retrieval. Comprised of a highly 
configurable mobile application with cloud-based data backup 
and administration, SceneDoc offers a faster, safer, more 
accurate way to issue and record citations.

With the Galaxy S8/S8+ smartphones and SceneDoc, officers 
will have searchable data at their fingertips, spend less time 
on the roadside, upload data with greater accuracy and save 
up to an hour per shift. It’s an unmatched, easily implemented 
eCitation solution designed to quickly improve the lives and 
jobs of patrol officers, clerks and adminstrators alike.

Contact Us: samsung.com/business scenedoc.com

• Large Infinity Screens Are Easy to View

• Reliability Even in the Worst Weather

• Sharp, Blur-Free 12MP and 8MP Cameras

• Defense-Grade Security Keeps Data Secure

•  Expandable Memory Provides Space to Store 
Case Files and Other Information

•  Fast Wireless Charging Keeps You Going

•  DeX Provides a Desktop Experience in the Office

•  Bixby Assistant Gives You Quick Access

Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+

SceneDoc eCitation Software

•  Officers Stay Connected to Critical Data

•  Leverages the Full Capability of Mobile Devices

•  Enables Field Personnel to Report at the Point of Need

•  Open APIs Simplify the Process

•  E-Forms Save Time

•  Facilitates the Sharing of Important Data

•  Maintains a Secure Chain of Custody

eCitations

eCitation Solution

See it in action. Schedule a free demo today.  
(855) 400-0948 • sales@scenedoc.com • scenedoc.com
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Samsung Galaxy S8/S8+
Large Infinity Screens Are Easy to View
The large 5.8" or 6.2" infinity screens1 wrap from edge to edge, letting you see more 
at once on the large, stunning display. You can use multiple windows to search 
information, issue citations and send files.

Reliability Even in the Worst Weather
With an IP68 rating for water and dust resistance2, the Galaxy S8/S8+ smartphones 
will continue to perform flawlessly in even the worst weather.

Sharp, Blur-Free 12MP and 8MP Cameras
Document violations, incidents and accidents clearly and blur-free with the 12MP 
F1.7 Dual Pixel rear-facing camera, even in low-light conditions. An 8MP F1.7 
Smart Autofocus front-facing camera enables crystal-clear video calling, for 
real-time field reports.

Defense-Grade Security Keeps Data Secure
Trusted by 29 governments and voted the “most strong” mobile security platform 
by Gartner3, Samsung Knox4 provides defense-grade security from the moment you 
power on your Galaxy S8/S8+.

Expandable Memory Provides Space to Store Case Files and Other Information
Up to 256GB of expandable microSD memory5 gives you room to store large files, 
videos and other critical data.

Fast Wireless Charging Keeps You Going
Fast and easy charging6 means you can power up without having to plug in. You’ll be 
back in the field quickly.

DeX Provides a Desktop Experience in the Office
Connect the Galaxy S8/S8+ to a monitor, keyboard and mouse7 for a rich desktop-
like experience complete with contextual menus, drag-and-drop functionality and 
multiple, resizable windows.

Bixby Assistant Gives You Quick Access
Samsung Bixby® Voice, Vision, Home with Activity Zone, and Reminder can give you 
quick access to your preferred apps and content based on your location and habits, 
remind you of important events, and so much more.

Stay Connected Whether You Drive, Ride, Bike or Walk

5.  Less time is spent on re-entering 
data, and fewer citations are 
dismissed due to errors.

1Screen measured diagonally as a full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. 2Water-resistant in up to 5 feet of water for up to 30 minutes. 3Hevesi, P. “Mobile Device Security: A Comparison of Platforms.” Gartner, Inc. https://www.gartner.com/doc/3276422/
mobile-device-security-comparison-platforms. 4Full Samsung Knox available for an additional licensing fee. Knox Premium requires license fee. Knox container solutions may come with an additional licensing fee. Samsung Knox Workspace Awarded Best Security/Anti-Fraud 
Product At Mobile World Congress 2015. Samsung. 2015. Web. 21 Feb. 2016. 5MicroSD card sold separately. 6Adaptive Fast Charging requires an AFC-compatible charger to work. Wireless charger sold separately. 7Products sold separately.

SceneDoc eCitation Software
Officers Stay Connected to Critical Data
SceneDoc integrates with NCIC, CPIC and other national databases to provide 
real-time and critical data right in the palm of your hand.

Leverages the Full Capability of Mobile Devices
Document scenes faster than ever, share reports from the field and produce 
visibility to command structure. SceneDoc eCitations works across all your tablets, 
smartphones and laptops. It also works across your Android, Windows and iOS 
operating systems.

Enables Field Personnel to Report at the Point of Need
Securely transmit all required photos, videos, digital annotations, forms and notes 
to a centralized location for secure storage, collaboration and integration with your 
organization’s RMS or other systems of record. 

Open APIs Simplify the Process
Simplify the push of citations and related data to the Court and/or Records 
Management System.

E-Forms Save Time
With a forms builder that you control and manage, your officers can leverage 
SceneDoc to digitally input an unlimited amount of forms and have data 
instantaneously searchable by peers and supervisors.

Facilitates the Sharing of Important Data
Users can share data, perform searches and provide team members and supervisors 
with visibility to critical data in real time. Data becomes accessible by any authorized 
user with a device connected to the web, anywhere in the world.

Maintains a Secure Chain of Custody
Since every action is logged and tagged back to a specific password protected user, 
the source and history of each piece of information is preserved.

1.  Enter violator data into the S8/S8+. 2.  Search any database, get real-time 
access to cross-agency data.

3. Issue and print the eCitation. 4.  Info is automatically loaded to 
your RMS, with no clerical errors 
transferring info from your  
written ticket.
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